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4. Excerpts from Felix Frankfurter and James landis law review article.
SEC. 202. (a) For the purpose of assuring an abundant supply of electric energy throughout the United States with the greatest possible economy and with regard to the proper utilization and conservation of natural resources, the Commission is empowered and directed to divide the country into regional districts for the voluntary interconnection and coordination of facilities for the generation, transmission, and sale of electric energy, and it may at any time thereafter, upon its own motion or upon application, make such modifications thereof as in its judgment will promote the public interest. Each such district shall embrace an area which, in the judgment of the Commission, can economically be served by such interconnected and coordinated electric facilities. It shall be the duty of the Commission to promote and encourage such interconnection and coordination within each such district and between such districts. Before establishing any such district and fixing or modifying the boundaries thereof the Commission shall give notice to the State commission of each State situated wholly or in part within such district, and shall afford each such State commission reasonable opportunity to present its views and recommendations, and shall receive and consider such views and recommendations.

(b) Whenever the Commission, upon application of any State commission or of any person engaged in the transmission or sale of electric energy, and after notice to each State commission and public utility affected and after opportunity for hearing, finds such action necessary or appropriate in the public interest it may by order direct a public utility (if the Commission finds that no undue burden will be placed upon such public utility thereby) to establish physical connection of its transmission facilities with the facilities of one or more other persons engaged in the transmission or sale of electric energy, to sell energy to or exchange energy with such persons: Provided, That the Commission shall have no authority to compel the enlargement of generating facilities for such purposes, nor to compel such public utility to sell or exchange energy when to do so would impair its ability to render adequate service to its customers. The Commission may prescribe the terms and conditions of the arrangement to be made between the persons affected by any such order, including the apportionment of cost between them and the compensation or reimbursement reasonably due to any of them.
USE OF JOINT BOARDS; COOPERATION WITH STATE COMMISSIONS

SEC. 209. (a) The Commission may refer any matter arising in the administration of this Part to a board to be composed of a member or members, as determined by the Commission, from the State or each of the States affected or to be affected by such matter. Any such board shall be vested with the same power and be subject to the same duties and liabilities as in the case of a member of the Commission when designated by the Commission to hold any hearings. The action of such board shall have such force and affect and its proceedings shall be conducted in such manner as the Commission shall by regulations prescribe. The board shall be appointed by the Commission from persons nominated by the State commission of each State affected, or by the Governor of such State if there is no State commission. Each State affected shall be entitled to the same number of representatives on the board unless the nominating power of such State waives such right. The Commission shall have discretion to reject the nominee from any State, but shall thereupon invite a new nomination from that State. The members of a board shall receive such allowances for expenses as the Commission shall provide. The Commission may, when in its discretion sufficient reason exists therefor, revoke any reference to such a board.

(b) The Commission may confer with any State commission regarding the relationship between rate structures, costs, accounts, charges, practices, classifications, and regulations of public utilities subject to the jurisdiction of such State commission and of the Commission; and the Commission is authorized, under such rules and regulations as it shall prescribe, to hold joint hearings with any State commission in connection with any matter with respect to which the Commission is authorized to act. The Commission is authorized in the administration of this Act to avail itself of such cooperation, services, records, and facilities as may be afforded by any State commission.

(c) The Commission shall make available to the several State commissions such information and reports as may be of assistance in State regulation of public utilities. Whenever the Commission can do so without prejudice to the efficient and proper conduct of its affairs, it may upon request from the State make available to such State as witnesses any of its trained rate, valuation, or other experts, subject to reimbursement to the Commission by such State of the compensation and traveling expenses of such witnesses. All sums collected hereunder shall be credited to the appropriation from which the amounts were expended in carrying out the provisions of this subsection.

(16 U.S.C. 824h)
Can the Arkansas-Entergy-New Orleans Regional Planning Body Pass Muster?

This novel proposal for regional integrated resource planning comes from an unusual coalition of interests. It would change the established scheme of regulation in small but important ways. But is it lawful?

Editor's Note: Entergy, the Arkansas Public Service Commission and the New Orleans City Council have agreed on a proposal (hereafter, the "Arkansas proposal") for developing a regional integrated resource plan which could apply to multistate registered holding companies, including Entergy. Such a plan would be binding on determinations of state and federal regulators as well. The proposal, which would require federal legislation, has three alternate means of adopting a plan: (1) by petition to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, (2) by consistent action of the respective jurisdictions, and (3) by action of a regional board. It is only the lawfulness of this latter approach that is the subject of the debate on the following pages. The participants in the debate are:

**Yes**

William L. Massey

The opponents' constitutional objections to the Arkansas proposal can be easily answered.

In the abstract, an attempt by an individual state or a group of states to engage in regional utility regulation could run afoul of a "dormant" Commerce Clause—that is, where Congress has taken no action to authorize such activities. Such regulation could constitute an impermissible burden on interstate commerce.

But "[w]hen Congress so chooses, state actions which it plainly authorizes are invulnerable to constitutional attack under the Commerce Clause." Delegation by Congress of the express regulatory authority called for by the proposed Arkansas legislation would clearly survive a constitu-

See **Yes** on page 41

**No**

Charles A. Patrizia, John J. Rice, Gregory L. Wortham

The Arkansas proposal would give appointed or elected state officials power directly to regulate commercial operations between states and within other states. This would constitute a direct burden on interstate commerce and is something an individual state commission would not be permitted to do.

The Constitution specifically grants to Congress the power to regulate interstate commerce. State regulation of commerce is allowable so long as it does not impermissibly "affect" or "burden" interstate commerce, but the Constitution prohibits an individual state from directly regulating commerce between or in other states. The Supreme Court said in the landmark *Attleboro* case that states
Yes (Continued from page 40)

The opponents rely upon Cuyler to argue that if a compact is approved by Congress and becomes federal law, it must therefore be carried out by “officers” of the United States. Their argument rests on the proposition that states entering into a compact authorized by federal law necessarily exercise federal powers. There is no merit to this argument.

In a decision that is squarely on point, the U.S. Court of Appeals soundly rejected a similar attack on the constitutionality of the Pacific Northwest Electric Power and Conservation Planning Council, a regional planning body that was established by four Northwest states and authorized by federal law. Addressing Buckley, the court found that the members of the planning council did not perform their duties pursuant to the laws of the United States, but under authority of the laws of their respective states.

Rejecting the same arguments raised by opponents of the Arkansas legislation, the court concluded that the council members performed their duties pursuant to a compact which requires both state legislation and congressional approval. Without substantive state legislation, there would be no Council and no Council members to appoint. While congressional consent gives an interstate compact some attributes of federal law, the council members’ appointment, salaries and administrative operations are pursuant to the laws of the four individual states, within parameters set by the Act. More important, the states ultimately empower the Council members to carry out their duties.

In short, the Seattle court found it controlling that, although consented to by Congress, the council was created under state law. It added that no court had ever held that the Appointments Clause prohibits creation of an interstate planning body such as the council with members appointed by the states.

The court went on to say that, if upheld, the petitioners’ Appointments Clause arguments would “outlaw virtually all compacts because all or most of them have members appointed by the participating states.”

The regional planning boards that would be authorized by the Arkansas legislation have characteristics like those relied on by the court in Seattle: (1) they depend on state law for their formation; (2) the congressional authorization expressly provides that they are not to be considered an agency of the United States for the purpose of any federal law; and the salaries of members and the day-to-day administrative costs of running the boards would be determined essentially by the participating states.

My opponents’ reliance on Cuyler is misplaced. In Cuyler, a state court had interpreted an interstate agreement to which Congress had agreed. If the state court had been interpreting state law, a federal court would be bound by its interpretation; but there the Supreme Court held the
compact to be a “congressionally sanctioned interstate compact, interpretation of which presents a question of federal law.”12 Cuyler is irrelevant to the Appointments Clause issue.

Opponents can find no precedent to the effect that approval of an agreement by Congress, ipso facto, turns the members of a compact into federal officers for purposes of the Appointments Clause. Such a reading would destroy virtually all functioning compacts approved by Congress whose members exercise and are appointed under state authority.

In the final analysis, it may be most important that the type of regulatory authority envisioned by the Arkansas legislation is the type often exercised by state regulators. Each state in the compact will generally exercise authority over the one or more operating subsidiaries it has traditionally regulated.

Least-cost planning, which is the very essence of the legislation, has been within the province of state and not federal regulators. There is nothing inherently federal about the nature of such activity and no reason at all that federal officers should be required to exercise it.

Arguments against the Arkansas legislation are not well founded. The proposal clearly passes constitutional muster. •

Footnotes:
6. Id. at 1365.
7. Id.
8. Id.
10. Id. at § 17102 (b)(2)(C).
11. Id. at § 17102 (b)(2).
12. Cuyler, supra note 2, 449 U.S. at 442.

The board would exercise authority in traditional state areas. There is nothing inherently federal about it.

**No (Continued from page 40)**

could not regulate interstate transactions, because that would impose a direct burden on interstate commerce of the sort prohibited under the Commerce Clause.4

In 1935 — in part to address the so-called “Attleboro gap” (transactions regulated by neither the states nor the federal government) — Congress enacted the Federal Power Act.5 In subsequent decisions, the Supreme Court has consistently held that the FPA granted exclusive jurisdiction over wholesale transactions of electric power in interstate commerce to the federal government.6

Thus, authority for regional bodies to regulate sales of electric power between or among states can be permitted only by express congressional authorization, which functionally federalizes the regional regulatory bodies. As the Supreme Court has noted outside of the electric power industry, “[w]hen Congress so chooses, state actions which it plainly authorizes are invulnerable to constitutional attack under the Commerce Clause.”7

If Congress does not grant states the authority contemplated by the Arkansas plan, the states are prohibited by the Constitution and well-settled Supreme Court precedent from exercising those powers. If Congress chooses to delegate those powers, the delegation is one of federal law8 and must be carried out by federal officers.

The fundamental premise of federal authority has been consistently accepted in *U.S. v. Public Utils. Comm'n of Cal.,*9 Nantahala Power & Light Co. *v. Thornburg,*9 Mississippi Power & Light,10 and in many state cases.11 The Arkansas plan seeks to alter fundamentally this long-standing division of authority, and to do so not by seeking a delegation of federal power (and accepting the due process and other obligations that come with that delegation), but by the *ipso dixit* that the power lies in the states after all.
The Arkansas plan's assertion that regional review boards (RRBs) are not to be considered federal entities neither alters the contrary facts nor exempts the RRBs from constitutional limitations. The Arkansas plan calls for the appointment of "at least" one member from each participating state or municipality required to be on the RRB. Federal officials, i.e., those exercising federal authority, must be appointed in accordance with the Appointments Clause of the Constitution, which requires that all federal officers either be nominated by the President and confirmed by the Senate or, if Congress by law permits, appointed by the President alone, the Judiciary or the heads of departments. The Appointments Clause places an executive check upon legislative authority by denying Congress the power both to create the laws and appoint those who administer them.

Under the Arkansas plan, the RRBs will fulfill a role for which FERC was created and which the Supreme Court has held expressly to be beyond state authority. Given the source of the authority in federal law, the members of the board will exercise "significant authority pursuant to the laws of the United States." Because the members of the regional boards are "Officers of the United States," they must be appointed in accordance with the Appointments Clause. Failure to do so renders that portion of the Arkansas plan unconstitutional.

The delegation of power is one of federal law and must be carried out by federal officials.

Footnotes:
2. As the Supreme Court has noted:
   Although the criteria for determining the validity of state statutes affecting interstate commerce have been variously stated, the general rule that emerges can be stated as follows:
   Where the statute regulates even-handedly to effectuate a legitimate local public interest, and its effects on interstate commerce are only incidental, it will be upheld unless the burden imposed on such commerce is clearly excessive in relation to the putative local benefits.
6. In Arkansas Elec. Coop. v. Arkansas Pub. Serv. Comm'n, 461 U.S. 375 (1983), although the Supreme Court held that the Attleboro test was out of date — for reasons relating to that case involving a rural electric cooperative — the gap that Congress elected


13. "Each member shall be appointed by the respective State commission, unless State law provides otherwise." § 17102 (b) (2) (A) of Arkansas plan draft legislation.
Excerpts from

"Public utility regulation discloses a steady contraction of control by individual States and a corresponding absorption of authority by the Federal Government. ...

"Perhaps the sharpest emergence of this problem is due to the widespread development of electric power. ...

"The shallow answer ... is Federal control, predicted on the surface fact that we are in the field of interstate commerce. ... To be sure, the transmission of electricity across State borders is interstate commerce and as such subject to the Federal power evolved for the control of such commerce with its immunity against discrimination by State action. But to a considerable extent the future will have to deal, as does the present, with transmission and its facilities limited entirely to the confines of a single State. Yet some co-ordination of policy between these State-wide transmission systems ad interstate transmission will call for a mechanism of control regional and net merely State-wide in its operation, in order to secure interconnection, exchange and distribution of power. For all these purposes the Federal authority does not cover the field. The need for interstate and flexible interstate arrangement.

"[W]hile electric power development does not present a nation-wide system, it does break through the confines of individual States. ...the United States by virtue of its size reveals distinct regions with differences if climate, geography, economic specialization, and social habits. The integration of the power industry is likewise assuming regional forms.

"The regional characteristic of electric power, as a social and engineering fact, must find a counterpart in the effort of law to deal with it. No single State in isolation can wholly deal with the problem. The facts equally exclude the capacity of the Federal government to cover the field. Co-ordinated regulation among groups of States, in harmony with the Federal administration over developments on navigable streams and in the public domain, must be objective. Regional solutions in such new and complicated demands upon law must necessarily be empiric and cautious in their unfolding. The exact form of future legal devices will have to be modified from time to time and from region to region, adapted to varying conditions and, it is to be hoped, built on a growing body of experience. The vehicle for this process of legal adjustment is at hand in the fruitful possibilities inherent in the Compact Clause of the Constitution.

"In the scope of the Commerce Clause lie fatal obstructions, it is urged, to co-operation among the States, through compact, in the regulation of interstate movement of power. These constitutional objections must be faced."
“Specifically, may a regional group of States especially affected by a project for electric power development enter into an agreement, with the consent of Congress, for the effective utilization of such energy generated in one State and transmitted for distribution to neighboring States? All aspects of this problem, as we have seen, are not included within the conception of interstate commerce. But to the extent that the process of electrification crosses State lines we are in a field open to Federal regulation. If it chooses, Congress may act and pre-empt State control. Even without Federal action, no State may discriminate against, or obstruct, the transactions of interstate commerce. Between these limits—what Congress may do and the States obviously may not do lies the field in which compact would operate. Its availability, as a matter of law, depends on whether the constitutional grant to Congress of power to regulate commerce among several States, however, unused, excludes all State action, however reasonable conceived and restricted to the interests of a region of States immediately affected.

“The frequent resort in recent years to the Commerce Clause as a source of regulatory power by Congress, has blurred its historic purpose and its continued use as a veto power on obstructive and discriminatory State action. It is a reservoir of Federal power and not a dam against State action, as State action. The experience which evoked the Commerce Clause, its contemporaneous construction, and the course of judicial decision, compel the conclusion that the States are not excluded from dealing with interstate commerce as long as Congress itself has not legislated, provided that State action neither discriminates against interstate commerce nor unreasonably hampers it. These provisos are not self enforcing conditions. They imply a process of adjustment by the Supreme Court between State and national interests.”